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Let b be the minimum cardinahty of an unbounded family in “‘w partially 
ordered by < *. Recall that f< *g iff(n) < g(n) for all but a finite number of n. 
We first generalize $ * to “w for each inlinite cardinal v. We then prove that b > v 
iff every sequence in “w has a < *-upper bound; we also show that the existence of 
an upper bound for a sequence 0, where CT*: Y + o for each k E o, depends only on 
the partitions of v induced by the point-inverse sets of the individual functions. 
Cr‘ 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION AND THEOREM 
Partial orders. Forf, gEWq delinefd *gif (3mEcu) (Vn>m) (f(n)< 
g(n)), i.e., iff is eventually less than g. 
By applying the eventual condition to the range instead of the domain, 
we can define a < *-partial order on “0, where v is any infinite cardinal: 
a< * r if (3j~w) (Vi>j) (VCXEK’(i)) (a(~)<r(a)). (In this paper we only 
consider functions in “w that assume an infinite number of values.) For 
v = w, we use the domain version of d * given in the preceding paragraph; 
it should be noted, however, that the domain and range versions are in 
agreement for increasing functions. 
Cardinal numbers. With respect to “CO partially ordered by < *, let b 
be the minimum cardinality of an unbounded family, and let a’ be the 
minimum cardinality of a dominant (colinal) family. These two cardinal 
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numbers have received much attention in recent years. First note that in 
ZFC, or d b 6 d< c (c is the cardinality of the reals). It is consistent with 
ZFC to simultaneously change any of these relations to either strict 
equality or strict inequality. In particular, both the continuum hypothesis 
and Martin’s axiom imply b = d = c (the equality b = d holds iff there is a 
well-ordered dominant family (scale)). More generally, S. H. Hechler has 
shown that if M is a model of ZFC in which y and 6 are any two regular 
cardinals with w, d y < 6 d c, then there is an extension N of M in which 
b = y, d= 6, and the aleph value of c is unchanged [H]. 
Subordination. Suppose v is an infinite cardinal. We use the term “parti- 
tion” to refer to a partition of v with a countably intinite number of cells. 
(If the image of a sequence is a partition, then the sequence itself will also 
be referred to as a partition.) 
Suppose {p(n): n E w > and {p’(n): n E w } are partitions. Then p is sub- 
ordinate to n’ if each p(n) is covered by a finite subcollection of (p’(n): 
n E w}. Equivalently, if a sequence in v runs through ,u’, then it runs 
through p also (where a sequence runs through a partition if each partition 
set contains at most a finite number of the terms). 
THEOREM. Suppose v is a cardinal with v 3 w, . Then b > v iff every 
sequence in “CO has an upper bound, in turn, a sequence (ok) in “w has 
an upper bound iff there is a partition p such that for each kE w, p is 
subordinate to {a;‘(i): iE w}. 
Interchanging function and variable. For each (T E I’( “w), let @, E “(“‘w), 
where for each CI E v we define @o,a: w + w by QO.Jk) = ok(~). 
Proof of the Theorem. The transformation o -+ @,, delined by inter- 
changing function and variable, is a l-l correspondence from “(“w) onto 
“(“w). We will (implicitly) restrict @ to sequences c where Image(a,) is 
infinite for each k. By Lemmas 1 and 2 below, this restriction in either 
direction preserves boundedness: { gk : k E w} c “w has an upper bound iff 
{@o.z: a~v} 5 ww has an upper bound; and the existence of an upper 
bound for either collection depends only on the partitions of v induced by 
the point-inverse sets. 
LEMMAS 
Diagonal upper bounds. Suppose that for each k E w, gk E ‘w; and 
suppose there exists a partition p such that for each k, p is subordinate to 
{b;‘(i): iE w}. 
We define below g = gV,, E ‘*w and r = t,,U E “w. In the proof of Lemma 1 
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we show that r is an upper bound for (ek: k~ w}, and in the proof of 
Lemma 2 we show that g is an upper bound for (@J~,~: 01 E v}. 
Define a sequence of integer sets I= Zg,P by Z(n) = (ok(~): k < n and 
tl E p(m) for some m d n}. By subordination each of these integer sets has 
a largest element. Let g: w  --t w  defined by g(n) = max Z(n), and let z: v + w  
defined by r(c1) = max Z(n), where CI E p(n). 
To understand Z(n), first build a matrix of subsets of v where the kth 
column holds in order the point-inverses of crk. Fix n. For each k d n, find 
the smallest initial segment of the kth column that covers urn<,, p(m); then 
max Z(n) is an upper bound for the image of ok restricted to the union of 
the initial segment. With respect to this matrix, g and 7 are constructed by 
a diagonal procedure. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that for each k E CO, ck E “o. Then {ok : 17 E CO} has an 
upper bound in “o iff‘ there exists a partition p such that for each k, p is 
subordinate to {a;‘(i): ieo}. 
Prooj Necessity. Claim. Suppose 4, rl E ‘OJ with ts < * r]. Then the 
q-partition is subordinate to the l-partition. We first observe that a 
sequence (a,) runs through the r-partition (q-partition) iff {(cr,) -+ cc 
(~(a,,) + co) as ,n + co. Let HEW such that for every i>j and for every 
CI E t-‘(i), {(cr) < v(a). Suppose (a,) is a sequence in v running through the 
<-partition. Then we can choose m where t(a,) 2 j for each n > m. There- 
fore by the choice ofj, ((a,) < q(an) for each n 3 m. So (a,) runs through 
the q-partition also. 
Sufficiency. Claim. Suppose we have a subordinate partition p. Then 
7=7 6.~ is an upper bound for (crk: kgo). Fix k, let ie Image(o,) with 
i 2 max Z(k) + 1, and let a E a;‘(i). Then by the definition of Z, a 4 p(m) for 
each m <k. Let n E w  with a E p(n). By the preceding observation, k < n, so 
again using the definition of Z, oJa)EZ(n). We now have that t(a) is the 
largest integer in a set of integers that includes gk(a). So for every 
i 3 max Z(k) + 1 and for every a E ~;l(i), ok(a) Q $a). 
LEMMA 2. Suppose that for each k E CO, ok E ‘0. Then {CD,.,: a E v} has 
an upper bound in “‘CO iff  there exists a partition p such that for each k, p 
is subordinate to {a;‘(i): iEo}. 
Proof. Necessity. Suppose h E “‘w such that Gb,@ < * h for each a E v. 
For each k and each n, let Z,,, = U {a;‘(i): i ,< h(k) + n}. For each n, let 
An = fLcw r/c,,, and let P(H) = A,, - A, _ i. An equivalent definition of A 
(due to the referee), is A,, = {a E v: (Vk E w) (Q,,,(k) <h(k) + n)}. 
Claim 1. The collection {p(n): n E w  ) is a pairwise disjoint cover of 
v. For each a E v, the relation @,,, d * h implies the existence of an n with 
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QE A,. The pairwise disjoint property follows from the fact that A is 
monotone nondecreasing. 
Claim 2. For each k, p is subordinate to (a;‘(i): ie o}. Claim 2 
follows from the inclusions p(n) G A,, E r,,,. 
Claim 3. An infinite number of the terms of p are nonempty. Claim 3 
follows from subordination. 
Sufficiency. Claim. Suppose we have a subordinate partition ,u. Then 
g = gc7.p is an upper bound for { @o,or: aev}. Fix UEV. Let f = @,.*. Let 
m EW with CI ep(m). Then by the definition of Z, for each n 2 m, 
a,(a) E I(n). Since f(n) = a,(a), we have that g(n) is the largest integer in a 
set of integers that includes f(n). So for each n b m, f(n) < g(n). 
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